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Abstract

The overmoded rf transmission and pulsed power
compression system for SLAC's Next Linear Collider
(NLC) program requires a high degree of transmission
efficiency and mode purity to be economically feasible.
To this end, a number of new, high power components
and systems have been developed at X-band, which
transmit rf power in the low loss, circular TE01 mode with
negligible mode conversion. In addition, a highly
efficient SLED-II [1] pulse compressor has been
developed and successfully tested at high power. The
system produced a 200 MW, 150 ns wide pulse with a
near-perfect flat-top. In this paper we describe the design
and test results of a rectangular-to-circular mode
converter and the components/transmission systems
based on them, as well as the design and measurements
of a high power pulse compression system using SLED-
II. We will also describe how these components will be
used to efficiently provide high power rf in the NLC Test
Accelerator (NLCTA) program at SLAC.

1  INTRODUCTION
The NLC rf systems use low loss highly over-moded

circular waveguides operating at the TE01 mode. The
efficiency of the systems is sensitive to the mode purity
of the mode excited inside these guides. We used the so
called flower petal mode transducer [2] to excite the TE01

mode. This type of mode transducers is efficient,
compact and capable of handling high levels of power.

To make more efficient systems, we modified this
device by adding several mode selective chokes to act as
a mode purifiers. To manipulate the rf signals we used
these modified mode converters to convert back and
forth between over-moded circular waveguides and
single-moded WR90 rectangular waveguides. Then, we
used the relatively simple rectangular waveguide
components to do the actual manipulation of rf signals.
For example, two mode transducers and a mitered
rectangular waveguide bend comprise a 90 degree bend.
Also, a magic tee and four mode transducers would
comprise a four-port-hybrid, etc. We will discuss the
efficiency of an rf transport system based on the above
methodology.

We also used this methodology in building the SLED-
II pulse compression system. In this paper we describe

the SLED-II system constructed at SLAC. We report the
experimental procedures used to measure the
performance of the system.

2  CHOKED MODE CONVERTER
The flower petal mode converter is described in

details in [2]. The measured level of power in spurious
TE mode is ~ 0.5%. Simulations show similar levels of
contamination due to TM modes. Although these levels
of contamination are small, experimental measurements
observed in a transmission line composed of a 7.442 cm
diameter waveguide surrounded by two mode converters
are high.

These losses are due to the mode conversion-
reconversion phenomenon observed in over-moded
waveguides used in communication systems[3]. Since the
mode converter is efficient, for a spurious mode the
circular waveguide with the two mode converters
represents a high quality factor cavity. Because the line
is large compared to the wavelength, there is a large
number of resonating modes in the frequency band of
interest. These resonant modes are coupled to the input
signal because of the small mode contamination
produced by the mode converters.

We, basically, have two choices in order to reduce the
mode conversion losses. We can either reduce the
coupling to spurious modes by improving the mode
converter or reduce the quality factors of these resonating
modes by inserting mode filters. Vacuum compatible
mode filters are expensive and hard to make. We,
therefore, tried to improve the performance of the mode
converter by using a mode selective chokes.

According to [2] the modes TE11 TE41 and TM11

represent the main components of the mode
contamination produced by the flower petal. The output
waveguide of the mode converter has a diameter of 4.737
cm. Except for the TE41 mode this guide size will not
allow TE4n modes to propagate. Hence, a single choke
designed to reflect TE41 mode at the operating frequency
of 11.424 GHz will greatly reduce the contamination
from this mode. Also, if the choke width along the
waveguide axis is less than the free space half
wavelength it will not affect the TE01 mode. Since the
modes TE11, TM11, and TE12 have the same azimuthal
variations, any choke, designed to reflect any of them,
will produce some mode conversion to the other modes.



However, several chokes, properly spaced, can act as an
effective reflector for all modes.

We added three chokes to the flower petal mode
converter, one for the TE41 and two for the TM11 and TE11

modes. This reduced the number of resonance modes and
the depth of these resonating modes.

3  IMPLEMENTATION OF SLED II
Figure 1 shows the pulse compression system. It uses

two 35.35-meter long cylindrical copper waveguides as
delay lines, each 12.065 cm in diameter and operating in
the TE01 mode. In theory, these over-moded delay lines
can form a storage cavity with a quality factor Q > 1x106.
Each of the delay lines is terminated by a shorting plate
whose axial position is controllable to within ±12 µm by

a DC motor with a position-monitor feed back system.
The input of the line is tapered down to a 4.737 cm
diameter waveguide at which the mode TE02 is cut-off;
hence, the circular irises that determine the coupling to
the lines do not excite higher order modes provided that
they are perfectly concentric with the waveguide axis. A
choked mode converter excites the TE01 mode just before
each iris. Both mode converters are connected to the
coplanar arms of a high-power WR90 magic tee. The
arms differ in length by a quarter wavelength at the
operating frequency of 11.424 GHz. Therefore, the
reflection from the lines exits through the H-arm when
the input to the lines enters from the E-arm. The distance
from the irises to the center of the magic tee has been
adjusted to within ±13 µm to maximize this transmission.
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Figure 1.  SLED-II Layout. It has two 12.065 cm diameter waveguide, 35.35 m in length (223 nS round-trip time.)

4  MEASUREMENTS
All measurements were performed using an HP8510C

network analyzer with the results examined in the time
domain using a PC. The frequency domain measurements
were transferred to the PC via a GPIB link and multiplied
by the FFT of a maximally flat pulse modulating an
11.424 GHz signal. This pulse has a limited frequency
response that is smaller than the measurement's
frequency span.

 The time domain output is produced by taking the
IFFT of this frequency domain product. Note that once

we obtain the frequency characteristics of the system
from the network analyzer, we can calculate the time
domain response for any arbitrary input pulse.
Furthermore, the phase reversed pulse required for SLED
II can be sensitized by linear addition of two maximally
flat pulses.

5  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Transmission Line Measurements

The transmission line that connects the output of the
first pulse compressor, in the NLCTA, to the injector



section of the accelerator is 19.86 meter long. It contains
two 90 degree bends, and two mode converters, one at
each end. To measure the performance of that line one
end was shorted. We measured the response of this
system with the technique described in the above section.
Figure 2 shows the reflected pulse after a round trip
through the line. The one way theoretical power loss
through the line due to the circular waveguide, which has
a 7.442 cm diameter, is 1.4%. Then from the
measurements the one way loses of the line is 5.82%.
Hence, because the system contains 6 mode converters,
an upper limit for the losses per mode converter can be
set to 0.74%.
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Figure 2. Performance of the transmission line that
connects the pulse compressor to the accelerator.

5.2 SLED II Measurements

Figure 3 shows the response of the system to a 1.338
µS pulse. The last 223 nS of the pulse have 180 degree
phase shift. (A compression ratio of 6). The measured
efficiency of the system is 67.5%.
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Figure 3. Measured Output of the NLCTA’s  First RF
Pulse Compressor.

The power gain was measured for a series of
compression factors. A least-squares fitting of these
measurements to theoretical response [4] is shown in

Figure 4. The round trip power loss was found to be
1.51%, indicating an intrinsic Q for the lines of

1.05x106. The theoretical value for the round trip losses
is 1.15%. This low level of losses in the lines indicates
that an extremely pure TE01 mode is being excited in
these lines. The external losses are 6.89%, and the iris
reflection coefficient is 0.70. The iris was designed using
a mode matching code to have a reflection coefficient of
0.685, the optimum value for a compression ratio of 6
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Figure 4 The points are measured power gains. The
above table shows the fitting parameters.

6  CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated efficient transport and pulse

compression rf systems suitable for the NLC program.
These systems are based on an efficient and compact
mode transducer. The implemented systems approached
the theoretical design values. We, also, demonstrated
measurement techniques capable of measuring rf systems
with very small losses.
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